GENERAL INSTRUCTION

- HIGHLY DETAILED MODEL
- 2 OPTIONS FOR ASSEMBLING TURRET HUTCH: US OR UK TYPES
- TWO SPARE LATE TYPE BOGIES ARE INCLUDED
- ALL HATCHES CAN BE POSED OPEN & CLOSED
- 2 OPTION FOR ASSEMBLING WORKABLE TRACKS: T41 OR WE210
- BRITISH RUCKSACKS, BAGS AND FOLDED CANVAS INCLUDED
- PHOTO-ETCHED PARTS INCLUDED
- CLEAR PARTS INCLUDED
- DECAL SHEET FOR 4 MARKING OPTIONS
1 Eighth Army, North Africa, 1942.
Repeat on back side

Each track links contains 79 tracks

Only for color variant 1, 2

Only for color variant 3, 4

Assemble with screens

Assemble with screens
Captured by the Wehrmacht in the Western Desert, 1942.